
Lecture Two – Residential Passive Design  

“Comfort in the absence of energy” 

Passive Design: The balance of heat energy flow without adding extra heating and cooling.  

Building Envelope: The area that separates conditioned space from unconditioned space or the 

outdoors. (The external façade of the building) 

Energy Flows  

Energy in – warmer air, contact with warmer objects and radiant heaters 

• Internal heat. People and equipment within the building add heat. 

Energy out – cooler air, contact with cooler objects and by evaporation  

Need to control for  

• Temp average  

• Temp range (daily and seasonal) 

• Humidity  

• Wind  

• Internal Loads  

• Solar gain (daily and seasonal) 

Sun Path Diagram  

 

 

 



Main Characteristics of Climate in Melbourne  

• Medium diurnal (day/night) temperature range near coast to high diurnal range inland. 

• Four distinct seasons. Summer and winter can exceed human comfort range. Spring and 

autumn are ideal for human comfort. 

• Mild to cool winters with low humidity. 

• Hot to very hot summers, moderate humidity. 

Orientation (For Melbourne) 

• Most windows to north  

• Shading to stop summer sun over heating homes through windows  

• Adjustable shading to east and west  

• Catch summer breezes and stop winter wind  

• Put living areas to the north as they need to be the warmest  

Windows  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Properties of Materials  

• R = Resistance – bigger is better  

- Commutative (eg R value 2 + R value 2 = R value 4)  

- Metric m^2 K/W  x 5.678 = Imperial ft2.ºF.hr/BTU 

• U = CondUctance – smaller is better  

• Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) = percentage of solar heat that gets in from outside – 

usually bigger better  

- If you want to let heat into the space this should be high. If you don’t want heat into the 

space this should be or low or you need to install shading to block the sun into the space.  

Glazing  

Typical U-Values; 

• Poor Single Glazing: U>6.0 

• Good Single Glazing: U=4.2 

• Poor Double Glazing: U=3.5  

• Good Double Glazing: U<2.0 

VLT = Visible Light Transmittance (Tint of Glass) - How much visible light can enter the building.  

Low-e = Low Emissivity – Usually a thin film that is put on the glass that can reflect radiant infrared 

heat energy while still allowing good amounts of visible light.  

Shading  

• Windows to the north – Horizontal (adjustable?)  

• Windows to the west – vertical (adjustable?) 

• Windows to the east – vertical (adjustable?) 

• South – internal drapes 

Shading strategies include  

- Eaves – The edge of the roof that projects beyond the wall. Can be calculated for the north facing 

windows to stop heat gain in summer and allow heat gain in winter. Very good for North.  

- Awnings – Good for blocking sun to the north in summer. Retractable in winter to allow solar heat 

gain. Can be good for east and west openings dependent on length and angle of projection.  

- Roller Shutter – Good at stopping solar gain, but they block all light into the space when closed, 

rendering the windows useless.  

- Pergola or temporary sail with deciduous plants - Deciduous vines are great at blocking sun in 

summer and allowing heat gain in winter. Vegetation can create a microclimate which typically stays 

cooler in summer. Deciduous trees to North, East and West can work well to stop heat gain in 

summer and allow it in winter. Be careful not to block solar PVs or solar hot water panels 

- Vertical or Horizontal Louver - Very good for east and west windows as they can block heat gain 

from sun in summer and allow heat gain in winter.

 

 



Thermal Strategy  

• Natural Ventilation  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Thermal Mass 

- Thermal mass is the ability of a material to store heat  

- We can use the temperature differences each day to heat or cool our mass for later 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Insulation: Material that prevents the transfer of heat  

Two Types – often used in conjunction  

• Bulk - Contains lots of air e.g. Pink Batts, hemp, greenstuf 

• Reflective – Sarking  

 

 



Building Sealing  

• Draughts around doors and windows can account for up to 25% of heat losses and gains 

- Install self-closing dampers on fans, vents and chimneys 

- Install weather-stripping to windows and doors 

- Install power point plugs 

- Seal up gaps in floorboards (or insulate underneath) 

Regulations  

Residential Regulatory Requirements (single dwelling) 

• Victoria  

- 6 star minimum for new houses using First Rate 5 

- Mandatory disclosure for existing houses in the near future 

Residential Regulatory Requirements (multi-residential) 

• Victoria  

- Average 6 stars  

- 5 stars minimum  

Rules of Thumb  

• Living areas to the north 

• Shading - north horizontal, vertical east and west. 

• Insulation - walls R1.5, ceiling R3.5 – consider the edges of the slab R1.0. 

• Thermal mass, only if you can heat it with the sun or other source and cool it by opening 

windows. 

• Cross ventilation in general only works 5 times the height of the room 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lecture 10 – Commercial Lighting and Comfort  

Lumen Method  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Terms 

Luminaire – what the light sits in; the fitting  

Lamp – the actual light  

Mounting – how it is attached to the wall or ceiling  

Radiance – the amount of light emitted from a lamp; measured in lumens (also known as luminous 

power or luminous flux) 

Lumen – amount of light from a lamp (not at a particular point) 

Illuminance – the amount of light hitting a surface; measured in lux, or lumens per square meter  

Lux – amount or unit of light at a surface  

Reflectance – value for light bounced back off surfaces 

Efficacy – light efficiency is termed ‘efficacy’ and is measured in light output per unit of electrical 

input level, or lumens per Watt. (eg. Litres per km for a car) 

Utilisation Factor – how well your room works with your lights (ie colour of your walls, etc.). 

Depends upon: 

1. The shape of the room  

2. Reflectance of floor, walls and ceilings 

3. Selected luminares 

Maintenance Factor – how well your lights are maintained and how dirty your space is. Depends 

upon:  

1. The type of workspace  

2. Type of cleaning services  

3. Type of luminaire 

 



Tutorial 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How to work out the Room Index: 

𝑅𝐼 =
𝑙 × 𝑤

(𝑙 + 𝑤) × ℎ𝑚
 

l – length of room  

w – width of room  

hm – distance between work surface and light  

Distance between lamps 

Once the number of luminaires required is calculated, the distance between these luminaires needs 

to be figured out. 

If the lamps are placed too far apart, dark spots may occur. To avoid this, the maximum distance 

lamps can be spaced apart is equal to: 

Spacing Criteria (SC) x hm 

Spacing Criteria 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Check spacing against the maximum and try to work out your own light spacing to get uniform 

lighting… 

 

 

 

 

 

Limitations of the Lumen Method 

• Doesn’t take into account the provision of daylight  

• Realistically only works for point light sources 

• Accounts for minimum lighting levels but not maximum (glare) 

• Only considers the QUANTITY of light, not the QUALITY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


